Fluorescent human RAD51 reveals multiple nucleation sites and filament segments tightly associated along a single DNA molecule.
The DNA strand-exchange reactions defining homologous recombination involve transient, nonuniform allosteric interactions between recombinase proteins and their DNA substrates. To study these mechanistic aspects of homologous recombination, we produced functional fluorescent human RAD51 recombinase and visualized recombinase interactions with single DNA molecules in both static and dynamic conditions. We observe that RAD51 nucleates filament formation at multiple sites on double-stranded DNA. This avid nucleation results in multiple RAD51 filament segments along a DNA molecule. Analysis of fluorescent filament patch size and filament kinks from scanning force microscopy (SFM) images indicate nucleation occurs minimally once every 500 bp. Filament segments did not rearrange along DNA, indicating tight association of the ATP-bound protein. The kinetics of filament disassembly was defined by activating ATP hydrolysis and following individual filaments in real time.